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Exhibition Proposal
Li Xiangming: Index of Mind, is an exhibition focuses on the artist’s recent productions
and his contemplation of “object” and “its relations.” The collection demonstrates the artist’s
freewill of creation and his hope of conveying his care and bring attention to the group of people
who has been neglected in the trace of history. Li has not only been dedicated to express the
living condition and mental state of a certain region, though to express the life and the will to
live shared by all through his use of ordinary materials and subject matters with collective
memories. This exhibition could be considered as an extension of Li’s Tuyu (native/local
language) series in 2005 and his concept of the “populism aesthetic” and to be more specific, the
“patch aesthetics” as indicated by art critic Jia Fangzhou. As one of the first few artists who
wanted to create Chinese local abstraction, a form that is distinct from the Western with Chinese
sprits, Li has been always contemplate the true meaning of creating art with local culture. Li has
always had a question in his mind – how to get to know China? To truly understand the nation,
he believes one must understand its native land, in other words the country side that is composed
of a group of people representing the majority of civilians in a large agricultural country and is
the group that brings most of the labor value in this country. Through this collection of works,
the artist sincerely hopes to evoke memory of the life, memory of culture and memory history
that seems to have been flattened and vanished in time. He also wishes to awaken people’s deep
excitement and enter stages of introspection and reflection thought such serious and heavy
theme.
Li Xiangming has been focused on utilizing ready-made objects collected from his
hometown in Hebei and other rural areas in China. He is dedicated in exploring the relationship
between his found objects and meaning he sees behind these ready-made objects: culturally,
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livelihood, historically, all hovering in his mind. Patchwork for him symbolizes the inheritance
of art, culture and history, as well as the aesthetic consciousness of an older generation. His
choice of using rags or cloth with patches on patches rather than new cloth reveals the notion of
social critical consciousness. These rags and discarded ordinary objects can be considered as an
irony of poverty and laggard in Chinese society. Incorporating low class culture into elite culture
could also be a statement of teasing art itself with these rags, sacks and clothes collected by the
artist as documentations of underclass’s suffering and arduousness, and the fact of their life is
constantly being commercialized, dominated and unfamiliarized and the absurdity sublime and
judgement of history.
Li Xiangming’s art touches the “unconsciousness” of Chinese people, which refers to the
obscured general public. Through this collection of work, Li expresses more of life suffering and
humble solicitude and wanting to evoke feelings that touches the bottom of life. The display of
the entire exhibition will demonstrate audiences with a narrative of things we’ve overlooked in
life through various forms including collages, installations and screen projection.
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Exhibition Checklist
***Pieces Highlighted in Same Color are placed together as a group with same description
No.
1.

2009 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Grainery A
公粮 A

“Grainery” is assembled
from sacks collected by Li
Xiangming from the
countryside. These sacks
used to be tools used by the
poor to load grains in China,
which were mark of the
living conditions of Chinese
farmers in a particular
historical period.
“Grainery” is like
documentary, recording the
history of the marketing
State monopoly for
purchase and marketing
policy of food in rural areas.
The development in all
fields is based on the
gratuitous and low-paid
extortion of the peasants
and the memory of hunger
in the countryside.
Installation created using
these sacks allows us to
touch the bottom of life and
evoke resonance in us all. In
this piece, Li did not overinterpret or make fierce
criticism of the situation,
but as always maintained
his simple and moderate
posture, let us feel the grief
but sweetness at the same
time. Li’s structure depicts
the past history to the
audience and provokes
thoughts of why all this
happened as well as
demonstrates a humble care
for the sufferings. When

600 x 400 cm
3 wood panels
stacked with filled
linen sacks, multimedia
Currently in
Chengdu-shipping
and packing requires
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“Grainery” erects like a
monument, it is respected
by us all.

2.

Grainery B
公粮 B
200 x 200 x 400 cm
3 wood panels
stacked with filled
linen sacks, multimedia
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

3.

Seed
种子
Dimension may vary
Linen sacks filled
with soil, seed, rocks,
dirt, etc, covered with
glass cylinders,
multi-media
Currently in
Chengdu-shipping
and packing requires

“Seed” demonstrates Li
Xiangming’s concern of the
positive value contained in
all matters. As he wrote in
his biography: “I named this
piece “Seed.” It is not only
that there may be seeds in
the sack, but more
importantly, with all the
patched sacks, I see a
peculiar will and energy.
This is a cherished trait
homed in poverty and
roughness. It is also a new
interpretation of beauty.
This kind of beauty occurs
in the core of life and sakes
the soul. Although it carries
a primitive and wild aura,
but it contains an ideal and
sublime spirit. It should
become the seed of our
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spirit and disseminate to us
all.” “Grainery” and
“Seed” are real depiction of
passed life. They grant
viewers the opportunity to
immerse in history and
generate their own
interpretation toward these
artworks.

4.

Skin of the Land
泥土的皮肤
300 x 300 cm
Linen sacks, cloth, oil
paint, latex on wood
board
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

No.
5.

2010 Art Pieces

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Detail
Sound of the Land
泥土里的歌谣
180 x 420 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Description

8
6.

Revolutionary Era
变革的年代
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

7.

Monument of the
Land
泥土的丰碑
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group

9
8.

Breath of the Land
泥土的呼吸
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

9.

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Natural Survival and
Rational Structure A
自然生存与理性结
构A
220 x 200 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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10.

Natural Survival and
Rational Structure B
自然生存与理性结
构B
220 x 200 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

11.

Sound of the Land 2
泥土的声音 2
183 x 186 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

12.

Happiness Time
幸福时光
140 x 250 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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13.

Gold Imagination
金色的畅想
160 x 100 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

No.
14.

2011 Art Pieces

Detail
Agricultural
Civilization 1
农耕文化 1
146 x 157 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

15.

Agricultural
Civilization 2
农耕文化 2
146 x 157 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Description

12
16.

Rural Time 3
乡土岁月 3
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

17.

Rural Time 4
乡土岁月 4
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

18.

Rural Time 5
乡村岁月 5
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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19.

Value of Labors
劳动者的价值观
60 x 60 cm
Linen, acrylic, readymade objects, latex
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

In Value of Labors, Li
Xiangming divided his
surface into 16 squares. He
manipulated discarded
fabrics into various shapes
onto a yellow background
referring to the Yellow
Earth often motioned in
Chinese culture. Social
slogan in the past used to be
“transform the old world
and liberate all mankind.”
However, these patched
cloth with holes were used
by those in the countryside
of China. A person who is
not even able to bring
wealth to his own family,
left behind all those rags
and disappear from the
memory of poverty in his
hometown and vanished in
the modern history. It is
such an ironic piece
suggesting a metaphorical
value--all levels of labor
production value and the
notion of extortion
experienced on this land.

14
20.

Three Patches on
Plaid Cloth
方格布上的三块补
丁
60 x 60 cm
Linen, acrylic, and
ready-made objects
Collected by Today
Art Museum
No shipping or
packing requires

21.

Reconstruction of the
Land
泥土的重建
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
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No.
22.

2014 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Indication of Red
红色的迹象
300 x 300 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

23.

Impecunious Gold 1
贫穷的黄金 1
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

24.

Impecunious Gold 2
贫穷的黄金 2
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

A satirical piece with rags
on gold background and
named the Impecunious
Gold, which clearly
contradicts one another. Li
is reflecting on the memory
of poverty and how the
poorest people are the ones
who can bring wealth and
fortune in an agricultural
civilization. This series
reminds everyone of the
extortions and the forgotten
history.
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25.

Impecunious Gold 3
贫穷的黄金 3
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

26.

Impecunious Gold 4
贫穷的黄金 4
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

27.

Inexplicable
Disappearance
莫名的消失
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

17
28.

Spiritual Plateau
精神的高原
300 x 300 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Edmund Burke’s book A
Philosophical Enquiry into
the Origin of Our Ideas of
the Sublime and Beautiful
talks about that sublime
comes from strong emotion
and connotates the
following keywords: huge,
rough, solid, burly, dull,
invisible emptiness,
loneliness and silences are
particularly prone to
sublime. Li is inspired by
the boundless of things,
difficulties and never lost
hope mentioned in Burke’s
book. Li believes that the
pursuit of contemporary art
is uncertainty, forms a
boundless tension with the
unparalleled complexity of
the world and the limitation
of human cognitive ability
and resonate with what Li
has been vigorously stand
for and pursue. In this piece,
he demonstrates the
unspeakable thoughts, free
will, and his belief of people
must have faith to be
indomitable and sublime,
which is also a wish and
anticipation within the
ostentatious world.
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No.

2016 Art Pieces

29.

Detail

Description

Time of the Common
百姓岁月
300 x 400 cm
Installation combines
with projection
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

No.
30.

2018 Art Pieces

Detail
Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall B
废物系列之老墙 B
130 cm x 230 cm
Soil, dirt,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

31.

Discarded ObjectsYellow Soil Ancient
Wall
废物系列之黄泥老
墙
180 x 150 cm
Dirt and construction
glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

Description
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32.

Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall A
废物系列之老墙 A

Shorter to match the
exhibition line

350 x 950 cm
Rammed earth, old
bricks, rebars
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
33.

Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall Funnel
废物系列之老墙 烟
道
180 x 150 cm
Soil, dirt,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

No.
34.

2019 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Discarded ObjectsCenturies of Silence
废物系列之百年沉
寂

Li continued his reflection
and practice of “locality or
hometown” in the way of
renovating ancient
architectures and old houses
in Guizhou. Guizhou offers
a major initiative to
“activate old houses” and
introduce artist-in-residence
as well as poverty relief
through art and culture. This
initiative fits into Li’s
contemplation of rural
issues and opens the gate for
him to explore profoundly
with the notion of locality.

120 x 1900 cm
Tile fragments and
rebars
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
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Particularly, the collapsed
railing-style folk house
architectures in the village
corresponds to Li’s mental
state of using discarded
materials for creation as
well as deliberations on
issues such as moving from
art on canvas to art in fourdimensional space.
Renovating ancient
architectures can be
considered as a piece of his
creation, but on the other
hand, he is also gazing at
the significance of his
practice against the
background of the
disappearance of ancient
villages and local culture.
He is hoping for that
through the efforts of artists,
a new perspective of
thinking and visual sample
can be provided to the true
transformation and revival
of rural China. Another
purpose for the artist is to
explore how to renovate and
design an ancient house or
space through the
accumulation of years of his
research on art ontology and
aesthetic philosophies and
achieve a kind of
sublimation and extension.

21
35.

Discarded ObjectsCost of being Asleep
废物系列之沉睡的
代价之一
120 x 540 cm
Tile fragments and
rebars
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires

36.

Discarded ObjectsWhere Do You Go
废物系列之你往哪
里去
165 x 1700 cm
Discarded steel
plates, algam, etc.
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
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37.

The Vicissitudes of
Life & Riddle of
Wounds
千锤百炼与千疮百
孔
126 x 251 cm
Discarded steel
plates, algam
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

No.
38.

2020 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Repair or Not? 1
修复乎 1

Li believes that his “patch
aesthetics” is not merely a
simple symbolic
representation of patches,
not merely a collage with
patches on a flat surface but
renovating ancient building
on ruins in Guizhou is also a
development and an
extension of his “patch
aesthetics” and the meaning
behind. Repair, or Not is an
expression of emotions
towards the ruins, but also
his perception in the process
of renovating ancient
houses. From economical
point of view, it is better to
rebuild rather than renovate.
However, restoration of the
ruins is not an economical
meaning, but a reflection on
a country’s culture and
politics. Especially the
exploration and
investigation of evolution
and changes of Chinese
rural areas. It is a dialogue
between the present, the

210 x 210 cm
Discarded wood
board, rebar, linen,
latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires
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past and the future, a liaison
of sublation and reborn, as
well as a representation of
free will and passion for art.

39.

Repair or Not? 2
修复乎 2
210 x 210 cm
Bricks, rebar, linen,
latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

40.

Repair or Not? 3
修复乎 3
210 x 210 cm
Bark, rebar, discarded
clothes, linen, latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires
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41.

Rebirth or Not 1
重生乎 1
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

42.

Rebirth or Not 2
重生乎 2
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

43.

Rebirth or Not 3
重生乎 3
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

This series of works are
sealed with dozens of thick
wood pieces, as if
referencing the obstructions
and barriers of cultural
rebirth, revival of memory
of the past, arouse people
from indifference and raise
concerns for the group of
people who are being
neglected.
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44.

Rebirth or Not 4
重生乎 4
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

26
No. 32 Detail

27
No. 34 Detail

28
No. 35 Detail

No. 36 Detail
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Venue Choice
The exhibition Li Xiangming: Index of Mind will be held at Today Art Museum located in
Baiziwan district, Beijing. It was established in 2002 and successfully transformed into the first
non-profit organization in 2006. As a private art museum constructed and operated in accordance
with international art museum regulations, Beijing Today Art Museum has been committed to
actively participating in and promoting the
advancement

and

development

of

Chinese

contemporary art. With its modern vision,
international platform and standardized operation, it strives to explore a suitable direction for the
survival and development of Chinese private art museums. With a formation and development of
a stable institutional system, organizational structure, management process and financing
mechanism, Today Art Museum is able to establish an increasingly reasonable and complete
operating system. As early as 2004, Today Art Museum has incorporated the following categories:
holding exhibitions, focusing academic studies, art education, building collections, contemporary
art appraisal, editing and publishing of books and magazines. The museum has also launched its
own online platform with Today Art Network, publicity platform, information image center,
electronic collection and inquiry of art materials, art salons, art bookstore and other all-round
development pattern. Promoting the advancement of Chinese contemporary art as a mission
statement, Today Art Museum does not only mean today as this moment, but also as a liaison to
the past and the future. Today Art Museum is dedicated to the cultivation of young artists and
Chinese contemporary art, contemporary art schools and their key figures. Through cross-border
cultural and artistic exchanges, the museum promotes interaction between domestic and foreign
artists, art institutions, and art activities within the context of globalization. The museum is also
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dedicated to minimizing the boundaries between the public and the museum, art practices and
exhibition space, exhibition space and audiences and audiences and the artist.
The museum has an avant-garde style with outstanding, contemporary and old industrial
age-like design and aesthetics. The art gallery space is designed by the well-known architect Wang
Hui who constructed the space with more possibilities and creativities for contemporary art. The
overall design of the museum takes its architectural artistry and its function into consideration. The
museum has a large metal trapezoid as its entrance, which was an element used in the original
building and is being refined and exaggerated. The trapezoidal metal frame structure reflects the
modern atmosphere of the art gallery and also conveys his interpretation of the function of the
former building, an old boiler room. The museum has three separate art galleries. No.1 art gallery
is specifically for exhibitions curated by the museum with five floors and a separate coffee/book
shop on the side. No. 2 and No. 3 art galleries are spaces for lending with two floors each. There
is a permanent outdoor installation, Watching Exhibition” on the top floor of No. 1 art gallery, a
work created by artist Wang Jianwei. There’s also an art square covering an area of 3000 square
meters at the main entrance. Since its establishment in 2002, Today Art Museum has collected
nearly 1,000 various important contemporary art works and held nearly 300 exhibitions on
contemporary art. The collection is mainly composed of three parts:
works in the of Today Art Museum, works in the virtual collection and
donated works. Among them, it contains a large number of works in
different forms such as installations, oil paintings, prints, sculptures,
videos and traditional Chinese paintings. The collection includes
works of most of the well-known Chinese contemporary artists, such
as Fang Lijun, Yue Minjun, Zhang Xiaogang, Wang Guangyi, Li Xiangming, etc.
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Li Xiangming has participated in many exhibitions, either solo or group in various
reputable museums such as National Museum of China in Beijing, CAFA Art Museum, and had
two group exhibitions at Today Art Museum in 2007 and 2014. Both exhibitions have themes of
Eastern culture and cultural localization. Li also had two books published by the museum, one is
his biography and the other is the stories behind his series of “TuYu” translated as native language.
With the mission of supporting Chinese contemporary art, Today Art Museum is a great choice
for Li Xiangming’s solo exhibition since his last appearance in a solo exhibition was in 2014. Li
has been dedicated to create Chinese local abstraction, a form that is distinct from the Western
with Chinese sprits and has always been contemplating the true meaning of creating art with local
culture. Through the materials Li has used and his way of expression, Li sincerely hopes to evoke
memory of life, culture and history that seemed to have been flattened and vanished by history. He
wants to evoke the awaken excitement and conscious of people from different generations and
enter stages of introspection and reflection through the material he used. For instance, mud, sand,
patched linen sacks that are abandoned by the society, old bricks and stone walls directly taken
from old houses in rural areas of China. Li always questions himself what we can leave behind for
future generations. He believes there is a group of people who should not be neglected by the
society and specifically should be introduced to younger generations. He wants to arouse the
cognition of the forgotten past and the value of labor inherited in a large agricultural country and
their deprived social condition. With his collaboration with Today Art Museum who is dedicated
in forming a liaison with the past, present and the future as well as its mission to minimize the
boundary between art and its audiences, we believe the choice of holding an art exhibition at Today
Art Museum would be our best choice.
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The overall exhibition plan is designed to demonstrate Li’s later artistic career, which
specifically focuses on his “patch aesthetics” and its extended artistic practice from art on easel or
flat surface to installation. The exhibition begins with an introduction of Li’s biography and his
artistic career. The display of Seed on the right side of the entrance, one of his most important
installation, sets up the keynote and conveys the main theme and concept of the entire exhibition.
As walking into the main gallery space, works on display provides an introduction of the story Li
wants to tell and unravels the memory of the forgotten past. With Sound of the Land, Rural Times,
Inexplicable Disappearance, Agricultural Civilization, etc. display by the entrance of the main
hall, it discloses the sweet and bitter memories of the artist in his hometown and living condition
of rural areas of China. Other works display on the first floor demonstrate the transition and the
contradiction of Li’s thinking as well as provide an introduction of the traces of history that has
been flattened in collective memories. The second floor begins with a subtle criticism or sarcasm
of what Li sees in the society. His choice of materials demonstrates the notion of social critical
consciousness. Objects he chose and works he created all can be seen as an expression of the irony
of poverty and sluggishness in Chinese society. With his incorporation of lowbrow materials into
highbrow culture is also his unique way of teasing art itself through the display of works such as
the four Land paintings, and Impecunious Gold series, etc. Li’s critical consciousness does not
constitute a major part of his abstract art, his works are rather positive. What Li expresses is more
about the information carried by the ready-made objects that are being appropriated and humanistic
care conveyed through this information. It is about expressing emotions such as ecstasy, sadness,
hope, fear, and despair hidden under another group of society that is being neglected. Work
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Discarded Objects-Where Do You Go, hanging beside Impecunious Gold 1-4, can be seen as an
echoing back to his earlier career during the “85 New Wave” when
he created works such as Self-Mockery and Escaping. It is a selfreflection and introspection process where he realized the
contradiction and embarrassment lying within his situation. The
exhibition ends with his most recent works that were created in Hongjiang, Guizhou, a village that
offers a major initiative to “activate old houses” and introduces artist-in-residence as well as
poverty relief through art and culture. These various forms of his art are extensions of his “patch
aesthetics” and deeper explorations and investigations of evolutions and changes of Chinese rural
areas. These works are also referencing of Li’s concerns: the obstructions and barriers of cultural
rebirth, revival of memory of the past, the rousing of a people from a state of indifference, and
neglected groups of society. The overall display of the exhibition creates dialogues between the
present, the past, and the future - a liaison of sublation and rebirth - as well as a representation of
free will and passion for art. The free will of creation and the rebirth of art are concepts that echo
the overall theme of the exhibition, Index of Mind.
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Exhibition Layout
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Installation & Shipping Instructions
No.
1.

2009 Art Pieces

Detail

Instruction

Grainery A
公粮 A

Wood panel frames need to
be breakdown into pieces
and linen sacks needs to be
packed separately

600 x 400 cm
3 wood panels
stacked with filled
linen sacks, multimedia

Wood panels and placement
of linen sacks need to be
reinstalled by the artist or
strictly follow photo
provided

Currently in
Chengdu-shipping
and packing requires
2.

Grainery B
公粮 B
200 x 200 x 400 cm
3 wood panels
stacked with filled
linen sacks, multimedia

Wood panel frames need to
be breakdown into pieces
and linen sacks need to be
packed separately
Wood panels and placement
of linen sacks need to be
reinstalled by the artist or by
works strictly following
photos provided

Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
3.

Seed
种子
Dimension may vary
Linen sacks filled
with soil, seed, rocks,
dirt, etc, covered with
glass cylinders,
multi-media
Currently in
Chengdu-shipping
and packing requires

Linen sacks and glass
cylinders need to be packed
separately and reinstalled by
artist or by works strictly
following photos provided
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4.

Skin of the Land
泥土的皮肤
300 x 300 cm
Linen sacks, cloth, oil
paint, latex on wood
board
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

No.
5.

2010 Art Pieces

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Detail
Sound of the Land
泥土里的歌谣
180 x 420 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

6.

Revolutionary Era
变革的年代
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Description

38
7.

Monument of the
Land
泥土的丰碑
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

8.

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Breath of the Land
泥土的呼吸
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

9.

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Natural Survival and
Rational Structure A
自然生存与理性结
构A
220 x 200 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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10.

Natural Survival and
Rational Structure B
自然生存与理性结
构B
220 x 200 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

11.

Sound of the Land 2
泥土的声音 2
183 x 186 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

12.

Happiness Time
幸福时光
140 x 250 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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13.

Gold Imagination
金色的畅想
160 x 100 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

No.
14.

2011 Art Pieces

Detail
Agricultural
Civilization 1
农耕文化 1
146 x 157 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

15.

Agricultural
Civilization 2
农耕文化 2
146 x 157 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Description
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16.

Rural Time 3
乡土岁月 3
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

17.

Rural Time 4
乡土岁月 4
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

18.

Rural Time 5
乡村岁月 5
150 x 150 cm
Multi-media
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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19.

Value of Labors
劳动者的价值观
60 x 60 cm
Linen, acrylic, readymade objects, latex
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

20.

Three Patches on
Plaid Cloth
方格布上的三块补
丁
60 x 60 cm
Linen, acrylic, and
ready-made objects
Collected by Today
Art Museum
No shipping or
packing requires

21.

Reconstruction of the
Land
泥土的重建
300 x 300 cm
Linen, acrylic, latex,
pockets
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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No.
22.

2014 Art Pieces

***4，7，8，21 are
placed together as a
group
Detail
Indication of Red
红色的迹象
300 x 300 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

23.

Impecunious Gold 1
贫穷的黄金 1
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

Description
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24.

Impecunious Gold 2
贫穷的黄金 2
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

25.

Impecunious Gold 3
贫穷的黄金 3
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

26.

Impecunious Gold 4
贫穷的黄金 4
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires
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27.

Inexplicable
Disappearance
莫名的消失
145 x 145 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

28.

Spiritual Plateau
精神的高原
300 x 300 cm
Acrylic on cloth
Currently in Beijinglocal shipping and
packing requires

No.
29.

2016 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Time of the Common
百姓岁月

Projector needed, will be
provided by Today Art
Museum

300 x 400 cm
Installation combines
with projection
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires
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No.
30.

2018 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall B
废物系列之老墙 B
130 cm x 230 cm
Soil, dirt,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

31.

Discarded ObjectsYellow Soil Ancient
Wall
废物系列之黄泥老
墙
180 x 150 cm
Dirt and construction
glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

32.

Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall A
废物系列之老墙 A
350 x 950 cm
Rammed earth, old
bricks, rebars
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires

Will be rebuilt by local
construction company
Needs to be shorter to
match the exhibition line
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33.

Discarded ObjectsAncient Wall Funnel
废物系列之老墙 烟
道
180 x 150 cm
Soil, dirt,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

No.
34.

2019 Art Pieces

Detail

Description

Discarded ObjectsCenturies of Silence
废物系列之百年沉
寂

Brick walls will be rebuilt
by local construction
company

120 x 1900 cm

Rebars will be uninstalled
and re-weld by the artist

Tile fragments and
rebars

Tile fragments will need to
be packed separately

Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
35.

Discarded ObjectsCost of being Asleep
废物系列之沉睡的
代价之一

Stone walls will be rebuilt
by local construction
company

120 x 540 cm

Rebars will be uninstalled
and re-weld by the artist

Tile fragments and
rebars

Tile fragments will need to
be packed separately

Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
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36.

Discarded ObjectsWhere Do You Go
废物系列之你往哪
里去
165 x 1700 cm

Stone walls will be rebuilt
by local construction
company
All metal pieces will need to
be shipped separately

Discarded steel
plates, algam, etc.
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing & wall
rebuild requires
37.

The Vicissitudes of
Life & Riddle of
Wounds
千锤百炼与千疮百
孔
126 x 251 cm
Discarded steel
plates, algam
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

No.
38.

2020 Art Pieces

Detail
Repair or Not? 1
修复乎 1
210 x 210 cm
Discarded wood
board, rebar, linen,
latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

Description
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39.

Repair or Not? 2
修复乎 2
210 x 210 cm
Bricks, rebar, linen,
latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

40.

Repair or Not? 3
修复乎 3
210 x 210 cm
Bark, rebar, discarded
clothes, linen, latex
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

41.

Rebirth or Not 1
重生乎 1
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires
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42.

Rebirth or Not 2
重生乎 2
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

43.

Rebirth or Not 3
重生乎 3
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires

44.

Rebirth or Not 4
重生乎 4
200 x 200 cm
Discarded wood,
construction glue
Currently in
Guizhou-shipping
and packing requires
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Total Expenses & Budgets
Category

No.

Cost

Shipping:
Chengdu, Sichuan - Beijing
Shipping:
Tongren, Guizhou – Beijing

2 Large Installations

84,800 CNY

9 Wood Boards & 11
Large Installation & 1
Digital
24 Paintings & 1 Large
Installation
10 days

151,200 CNY

Shipping:
Beijing Local
Packaging:
Labor
Packaging:
Supplies
Exhibition:
Labor
Exhibition:
Insurance
Exhibition:
Venue Rental

Exhibition:
Installation Rebuild

36,400 CNY
3000/day (8 hrs)
=30,000 CNY
4,800 CNY

5 days
4%
60 days
(Museum requires at least
14 days; based on all the
shipping cost and scale of
installations, we decided to
have a two-months
exhibition)
4 Large Installations

3,000/day (8 hrs)
=15,000 CYN
322,200 x 4%
=12,888 CNY
20,000/day
Museum gives 10% discount
for long exhibitions
=1,080,000 CNY

150,000 CNY

Exhibition:
Other Supplies

15,000 CNY

Exhibition:
Opening Night VIP

15,000 CNY

Exhibition (Publication):
Exhibition Catalogue

5,000 each

60/ catalogue
=300,000 CNY

Exhibition:
Derivative Products (Tote,
Calendar, Puzzle, etc)
Press:
WeChat Official Account

100 each

50,000 CNY

3000-5000/article
Around 6 articles

18,000 – 30,000 CNY
Final Cost depends on CTR
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Press:
Other Digital Platforms

15,000 CNY

Travel:
Artist

Plane Ticket

6,000 CNY

Travel:
Artist’s Team

Plane Tickets + Hotel +
Board Wages

1,200 x 5 + 530 x 10
=11,300 CNY
Total Cost:
1,995,388 -2,007,388 CNY
(303,264.26 – 305,088.05 USD)
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Catalogue Essay - Li Xiangming: Index of Mind （相由心生）
Inspired by Edmund Burke’s book A Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of
the Sublime and Beautiful, which talks about how the sublime comes from strong emotion and
connotates the following keywords: huge, rough, solid, burly, dull, invisible emptiness, loneliness
and silences are particularly prone to sublime. Li Xiangming was motivated by the boundlessness
of things, difficulties, and perseverance mentioned in Burke’s work and created a piece named
Spiritual Plateau. Li posits that the pursuit of contemporary art is an
act of uncertainty, forms a boundless tension with the unparalleled
complexity of the world and pushes the limits of human cognitive
abilities – something that strongly resonated with and continually
pursues. In this piece, he demonstrates the unspeakable thoughts,
free will, and his belief that people must have faith to be indomitable
and sublime, which is also a wish and anticipation within the ostentatious world and a reminder
for himself to never drift along either socially or artistically.
Li Xiangming can be described as one of the first abstract artists who wanted to create
Chinese native abstraction, a form that is distinct from the Western with Chinese spirits. Born in
1952, Li witnessed many pivotal historical changes since the founding and reform of China from
the mid 1970s. Li’s artworks offer a glimpse of the living conditions and mental states
experienced in China during that time and express a universal determination to survive through
his use of materials and choice of subject matter.
Li has been focused on utilizing ready-made objects collected from his hometown in Hebei
and other rural areas in China. Li is dedicated to exploring the relationship between these found
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objects and the meaning behind them, as artifacts of the psychic imprint of all phenomenon on
earth. Li’s artworks include a wide range of ephemeral objects, such as weaved linen, cotton, and
knit textiles that are handmade or used by people from his hometown or people in rural areas of
China. He reimagines these discarded objects as records of our being. The word “object” has a
definite surface meaning as something that is discrete and observable. But in ancient China,
“object, as all beings,” has more encompassing implications and includes that which is
conceivable, not just observable. Li’s choice of materials likewise not only deeply infiltrates
human breath and imprints, but also demonstrates the time span of human experience and the
profoundness of humanity.
In Arthur Danto’s The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, for something to become a
work of art, two conditions need to be satisfied: one is that “it is saying about the thing it is to be
applied to”1 and the second is to express its meaning. Danto also mentioned that “since beauty
only symbolizes morality, and between moral and aesthetic judgments there is only the kind of
analogy. So aesthetic imperatives are moral imperatives only symbolically” 2 in The Abuse of
Beauty. Inspired by these philosophical concepts, Li began to contemplate the relationship
between “about the thing it is to be applied to” and “its meaning.” First of all, “about the thing it
is to be applied to” must have a special identity, either political or cultural, humanistic or
naturalistic. For instance, the choice of using linen sacks. They may seem no different than any
other linen sacks, but its identity and source are completely distinct. These are the linen sacks

1

Danto, Arthur C. "The Transfiguration of the Commonplace." The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism33, no. 2 (1974): 139-48. Accessed November 28, 2020. doi:10.2307/429082, pg 139.
2
Danto, Arthur C. "The Abuse of Beauty." Daedalus 131, no. 4 (2002): 35-56. Accessed November
28, 2020. http://www.jstor.org/stable/20027805, pg 43.
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that carry the traces of the people who have used it and made an imprint on its existence in time,
observable with the patched-on patches throughout, as was the social norm in the old times.
Thus, the meaning is embedded.
The next requirement is for the artist to discover the value and connotation of an object
in relation to its surroundings. Li is not only drawing attention to the appropriation of ready-made
objects with their own identity and the aesthetics value, but also as the anchor point of material
choice and his personal interest. “When he found these linen sacks with patches or inscription
on them, it was not only the beauty of materials gave him a strong visual impulse, but more
importantly, it is the group of people behind this beauty affects him. The group representing the
majority of civilians in one of the largest agricultural countries.”3 Throughout his entire creative
process, Li is less concerned with beauty or unbeauty, but the things hidden behind this beauty
he sees: the culture, livelihood, history, politics - all hover in his mind. While his choice of subject
points associations with the Dada movement, his work is much less nihilistic in approach and
worked to maintain the original appearance of his materials during his creation and created
works such as “Grainery” and “Seed,” works that are contemplation of “object-hood” and “its
relationship with human experience.
Li grew up in an artistic atmosphere in the Northern China and was inspired by his parents.
Li had two childhood dreams: first, become an artist and next, become a writer. Looking back
now, he recalls always being chased by his dream in a gap with his compromises with reality. As
the cultural revolution started in 1966, Li responded to the call of painting portraits for Mao and

3

Xiangming Li, Tu Yu Zhe: Yi Wei Yi Shu Jia De Sheng Cun Jing Yu Yu Qing Huai (Beijing Shi:
Sheng huo, du shu, xin zhi san lian shu dian, 2011), p26.
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began his journey as a social realist. In 1968, he was forced to participated in the Down to the
Countryside movement and joined the troops as a literary soldier and spent ten years in the army.
Later on, he also gained experiences with stage art, edited a local newspaper and magazine, he
participated and curated art exhibitions, and did blackboard newspapers for the troops and local
events. He also hand-illustrated billboards for companies, giving him ample experience working
with a variety of media and formats, such as oil, ink, prints, comics, illustrations, and graphic
design. He even had experience with art criticism, prose, and poems. He is a man full of complex
skills and lingering memories. Li described his earlier years as a person that was unable to control
his own situations. Perhaps it is those uncontrollable experiences with prescribed art themes that
allowed Li to graft his own crisscrossed thoughts instead of following unidirectional thinking.
Li’s artistic career can be divided into three phases: aestheticism and social realism during
the 1970s, hovering between realism and modernism in the 1980s and modernism after the
1990s. His first artistic phase can be summarized as explorations into compliance, passivity and
restraint of his ideology. In his biography, Li states that he was very passive in painting and
transformed from liking lyrical romance by nature and capturing aesthetic forms, believing in the
value of art for moral or sentimental messages that focused mainly on emotional expressions, to
thematic, narrative idealistic and political paintings during his ten years in the troop.4 Li says in
the 1970s, all the artists at the time were socialist realists and that art could only serve as a
political tool to praise virtues of the national leaders. After the end of the Cultural Revolution,
some literature and artworks began to shift from idealisms and heroism to tragic realism and

4

Xiangming Li, Tu Yu Zhe: Yi Wei Yi Shu Jia De Sheng Cun Jing Yu Yu Qing Huai (Beijing Shi:
Sheng huo, du shu, xin zhi san lian shu dian, 2011), p67.
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populism; moving away from the representing heroes and archetypes to depicting the fate of its
working citizens in the great era. Artists stopped
focusing on class struggle but began to reconsider this
ordinary world. Artist Liu Yulian, Chen Yiming, and Li
Bin collaborated on a comic series called “Scars,”
“Maple,” and “Zhang Zhixin,” which brought great attention to the public. The works reproduced
the truth of history with highly realism. Its sincere emotion and novel form have moved millions
of Chinese who had just emerged from the shadow of the Cultural Revolution and this series
became the initiation and the most important works of “Scar Art.” 5 This movement affected
many intellectuals, including Li Xiangming to shift focus towards the unvarnished communal
experience with works shifted from idealism and heroism to tragic realism and populism, from
demonstrating heroes and worshiping political leaders to
depictions of the fate of ordinary people in a great age. Li
stopped the brush that was dedicated to paint class struggle and
virtue of leaders and began to reconsider this ordinary world
from the bottom of his heart, from the deepest memories of his childhood and memory of his
hometown. With strong drawing skills and experience in various art forms, Li began his new
artistic exploration.
As China reformed and initiated opening-up policies, with the emancipation of thoughts
and the influx of Western culture, Chinese artists began to have a variety of choices in artistic

5

Paul Gladston, Contemporary Chinese Art: a Critical History (London: Reaktion Books, 2014),
pg 89.
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orientation. Due to years of constraint of government and the society, people needed time to
process and accept new ideas and new forms of art. By late 1970s, The Stars Art Group, a folkart group emerged in Beijing. This group composed of people from various industries, including
“artists” that knew nothing about art. On September 27th, 1979, a strange phenomenon occurred
outside of the National Museum of China. The museum was exhibiting the 30th Anniversary of the
Founding of the People’s Republic of China, but outside on the iron fences were filled with oil
paintings, ink drawings, wood carvings and sculptures and many other uncommon artworks with
abstract and distorted forms and critical and satirical messages. This event was a shock to the
public who was so used to only considering art as realistic representations that served as a
political tool to praise heroes and leaders. As one of the founders Huang Rui said, “it was an age
of criticism. The way of expression was about freedom. We created experimental works with
modern style in the pursuit of freedom and self-expression.” 6 The wooden sculpture Silence,
created by Wang Keping was considered as one of the most iconic pieces
in the first Stars Exhibition. It was inspired by the Third Plenary Session
of the 11th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China
happened in 1978. It was held to vindicate unjust and false cases during
the Cultural Revolution. The sculpture presented a painful portrait of a
person with eyes covered and mouth sealed, such that demonstrating an image of unable to see
or speak freely. The Stars Art Exhibition is often regarded as the origin of Chinese contemporary
art and has been elevated to the altar in the writing of art history. “Star” refers to the existence
of each independent luminous individual, contrasting from the supposedly only luminous figure

6

The Stars Art Group, accessed November 25th, 2020, http://www.thestarsart.com/.
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during the Cultural Revolution—Mao, who was known as the sun. The slogan for The Stars Art
Group was: “know the world with your own eyes, engage with the world with your own
paintbrushes and carving knives.” Their works shared a common theme: art does not serve as a
political tool. The Stars Art Group has inspired many artists and triggered a fervor for abstraction
art in the 80s and 90s in China. Combined with Western literary influences and the bold and
audacious expression and format displayed by the Stars Art Group, Li Xiangming gradually
modified his way of presenting forms and entered his second phase, the experimental phase.
During his second phase, Li went through periods of figuration, semi-abstraction and
abstraction. In 1983, the “Anti-Spiritual Pollution Campaign” resisted the liberal tendency in art
and aesthetics, thus completely obliterating the Stars Art Group. 7 The Stars Art Group
undoubtedly disclosed the prelude to the spread of abstract art with its concept of pure art form
and free self-expression as the essence of abstraction. This kind of “anti-social” behavior under
the influence of Western artistic trends cannot exist for a long period of time under such sensitive
and unstable political environment. It obviously was not granted the discourse that was given to
the Soviet art and anti-Japanese art. The favor towards realistic representations and criticism of
formalism has never stopped, in this case, abstract art is often categorized as formalism. With
the basic rule in institutionalized artistic critique: content determines the form; therefore, the
form of art as a study into ontology is completely ignored, thus obstructed the freedom of artistic
expression on art ontology.8 As a result, abstraction art was regarded as a “capitalist art form,”

7

Paul Gladston, Contemporary Chinese Art: a Critical History (London: Reaktion Books, 2014),
pg 89.
8
Su Wang, Bu Ding He Yi Cheng Wei Yi Zhu: Li Xiang Ming De"Tu Yu"Ji Qi Ping Min Mei Xue =
How Can Patches Become Art (Bei jing shi: xin xing chu ban she, 2016), p50.
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and it was condemned and banned during that time. With the chaos of new culture and concepts,
Li wandered between realism and modernism in the early 80s and is the period where he
accepted, explored, and amalgamated new concepts into his artworks. In early 1980s, with the
primary subject matters were landscape and portraiture. Li’s paintings were primarily concerned
with his nostalgic feeling of his past, memory of mountain villages, and experience with the
Cultural Revolution and in the army as a literary soldier.
After the Stars Exhibition in 1979, Western modernist artistic thoughts began to
profoundly influence Chinese artists with the emergence of “85 New Wave”. It refers to an art
movement characterized by modernism emerged in mainland China in the mid 1980s. Young
artists were dissatisfied with the artistic styles and values of the Soviet model in the art world, a
departure from Maoist and post-Maoist orthodoxy and turned to seek
a way out of the Western modernist style. With the opening of China,
the creative environment allowed the collision of various concepts of
art and appeared a “tendency of Chinese artists imitating western art
and installations without any significant understating of its underlying
precepts and meanings.” 9 The ideological background of "85 New
Wave" is mainly philosophical and cultural studies, which respectively
provided the theoretical context for this art movement from two
aspects: the meaning of art itself and the value of art culture. In the
“85 New Wave,” philosophy had become the most direct weapon for

9

Paul Gladston, Contemporary Chinese Art: a Critical History (London: Reaktion Books, 2014),
pg 104.
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ideological criticism and spiritual reconstruction, taking from the Enlightenment and German
classical philosophy to Freud’s psychoanalysis, Heidegger’s phenomenology, and Sartre’s
existentialism as ideological resources. The attention turned toward more of a process of
expression and behavior of philosophical concepts. It was seen as the continuation of the modern
Chinese cultural enlightenment movement and the “Eastward spread of Western Learning” in
the 19th century. It was about self-expression, form of creation, realistic reflection of the society
and philosophical meanings instead of commercial or political factors. Artworks created were
said to be completely rational, purely spontaneous, and empirical. It was a big turning point in
Chinese art history by violently striking old traditions, old concepts, old situations, and old
behaviors with new vigor and great vitality. Artists such as Sen Dada and Song Ling are
representative figures of this movement. Although the “85 Art New Wave” has offered new
possibilities for Chinese contemporary art and was a departure from the art standards of the Art
Association, Li Xiangming and many other artists such as Shang Yang, Wang Huaiqing, Su Xiaobai,
Cheng Xing (who were recognized as the group of New Eastern Spirit by some critics) believed it
lacked local culture for being completely Westernized. Through this insufficiency, Li found a new
path to profoundly restore social realism and expose laggard ignorance of the old times with a
newly liberated approach to art making and ideology. This marked a turning point in his artistic
career.
Li’s art in general is formed from two important concepts: memories of life and yearning
for modern and contemporary art. In his artistic career, he always contradicts himself. Li’s
contradiction lies in the fact that he follows the progress of modern art and the society, but this
adherence may be contrary to his rural complex and thus hovers between rural and urban,
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realism and modernism, which can also be viewed as the fictional contradiction between the
hidden self and his external consciousness. Li also suffered from social and political thoughts of
the time. Li always felt there was an invisible net that he could not break through, whether it was
the social norm or his artistic pursuit. During the “85 New Wave,” he organized an art event with
seven other young artists including: Zhou Diehui, Jia Xiangguo, Li Shijin, Fang Lijun, Shen
Weiguang, Li Baomin, Sun Furong. It was a “modern art” exhibition in a museum in Handan (Hebei
province) but was anonymously reported by a group of conservative forces. He subsequently was
attacked in front of his home and he was accused of "rejecting old comrades and encouraging
young people to make trouble." Therefore, the relevant officer who
originally supported him with all artistic activities began to stop all his
actions in every aspect. In 1988, Li created a piece called Self-Mockery,
where he realized the contradiction and embarrassment lying within
his situation. He depicted a rural context, with dark space, boundless
wasteland, lonely and partly visible figure with a desperate posture
and forms a silent narrative and an implication of his destiny. Another work Escaping created in
the same year, depicted a figure kneeling down in the position of escaping but is surrounded by
dead bodies and desperate figures as if they are symbols of
obstruction. The figure has a confused and hollow expression,
wanting to escape from the chaos but doesn’t know where or how to
escape. These works subjectively expressing the theme of human
existence and a state of desperate mentality, but in fact, it is more
likely a metaphor of Li’s art itself: bidding farewell to his previous
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artistic phase and transforming into a new era and direction. Li began to explore different
influences into his works in early 1990s, from gradually distorted or eliminated figurations to
generate his personal symbols and metaphors.
Li’s works are primarily fascinated with the small village where he grew up in Hebei, his
nostalgia for his hometown with its pastoral life and the simplicity existence. By obtaining
spiritual symbols and metaphors from his personal experience, Li successfully discovered his path
to move forward with explorations of suprematism and constructivism inspired by Malevich and
Mondrian. He was also inspired by one of the artists he
admired, Wu Guanzhong (1919-2010), who is known for
his ink wash painting and oil painting. As he was in the
period of wandering in the 80s, Wu Guanzhong’s openminded artistic propositions had a great influence on Li. Li was deeply touched by Wu’s novel
semiotic discourses and aesthetic concepts. Wu pioneered in the transformation of form and
strokes in traditional Chinese painting. He borrowed Western painting concepts and methods to
reform Chinese ink painting and transformed oil painting with traditional Chinese freehand brush
work, which is a type of art emphasizes the semblance of spiritual aspect instead of physical
similarity and realistic depiction. Points, lines, planes and colors are consistent metaphors
appeared in Wu’s works. Points are usually symbolizations of leaves, plants, doors and windows,
figures, clothes, etc. with more or less or different colors of points. Wu has formed a
kaleidoscopic connotation due to the difference in position and size on the picture plane. Points
in Wu’s works have been refined into pure visual symbol. Linear form is the most important
aesthetic expression in Chinese art, and Wu is extremely fascinated with lines and used it to
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profoundly express his emotions and artistic concepts. Line for
Wu is the framework and the soul of his artworks. The
combination of points, lines, planes with specific colors
constitutes the semiotic discourse of “Wu Guanzhong Style”. He
did not simply permutate or combine these elements, but he
arranged them by dispersion, reconstruction, comparison and
repetition. The lines generate the framework whereas the position of planes and the use of
negative space form poetic scenery of the Eastern aesthetic. It was these exclamatory concepts
expressed by Wu that lead Li Xiangming to realize the value and meaning of point, line, and plane
in painting and he thus understood the elements and methods of organizing the picture plane as
well ignited his artistic inspiration, passion and imagination for art. His most symbolic
characteristics during his second phase is the use of lines to generate forms. His manipulation of
simple straight lines, curved lines, long and short lines became his main structural concept. The
formation and choice of color blocks formed by loose or dense lines in various thickness enhance
the performance of the image and also gives the overall pictorial space a rich sense of layering
and spatial depth. Additionally, his lines are performed in an extremely casual way and often
commented by critics and media as a reference to graffiti art with a sense of unconsciousness
and innocence. His expertise in the use of lines embodies Li’s freewill and rational passion
towards art and references the oriental cultural traditions and influences he grew up with.
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By the late 1990s, Li gradually formed his personal language of abstract art. During the
80s and 90s in China, the enthusiasm and creative impulse for abstraction was an unconscious
collective action of young Chinese artists. In the 90s, artists began to recognize the importance
of local culture and traditions. As native elements become a trend,
many artists returned to the local context, re-examining traditions,
continued and carried forward traditional contexts, and looked once
again for a convergent point with global contemporary art and
returned to local contemporary concerns. 10 In 1986, pioneer artist
Xu Bing created a book that no one can read and constructed the
piece Tian Shu (The Book from the Sky) that helped him gained international recognition. It is
“a monumental installation composed of books and scrolls printed with that appear to be
traditional Chinese characters.”11 He wanted to make a joke with culture and knowledge through
this transformation process, therefore he chose the most “knowledgeable” way to construct the
most “uneducated” piece. After assiduously studying the
Kangxi dictionary and according to the rules of Chinese
character formation, he reassembled Chinese characters and
produced more than 4,000 new characters and hand carved
them on wood as prototypes using the Song writing system.
He printed on three kinds of paper and studied the texture and the characteristics of each type of
paper to make the book extremely exquisite. “The texts are illegible and un-understandable with
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Su Wang, Bu Ding He Yi Cheng Wei Yi Zhu: Li Xiang Ming De"Tu Yu"Ji Qi Ping Min Mei Xue =
How Can Patches Become Art (Bei jing shi: xin xing chu ban she, 2016), p54.
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“Xu Bing: The Living Word,” The Morgan Library & Museum,
March 19, 2015, https://www.themorgan.org/exhibitions/xubing).
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features and the concept of exposing the unreliability of the written word as a primary vehicle
of communication.”12 Chinese calligraphy can be seen as the earliest form of abstract lines.
Black with white and virtual and reality as the pith of Chinese calligraphy demonstrates a unique
cultural characteristic and is an element the Western world lack. Artists are approaching this
new path from two district perspectives and have achieved gratifying achievements: one is
approaching through individuality and the other is to find resources and inspirations in local
culture. Representative figures such as Li Xiangming, Shang Yang, Wang Huaiqing, Su Xiaobai,
Cheng Xing who are recognized as the group of New Eastern Spirit by critics, all hoped to
deeply root their art in local culture. Shang Yang focuses on the literati tradition. For instance,
his most famous Dong Qi Chang Plan is to find his inspiration in
the culture atmosphere created by Chinese calligrapher/painter
Dong Qi Chang and gradually forms his distinctive style. “Dong Qi
Chang Plan” continues the conceptual expression of nature in
Shang’s early works as the artist identified as “The Great
Landscape.” Through artistic visual processing of the artist, the
conceptualization of nature is endowed with cultural and symbolic value and the meaning of
“nature” carries the artist’s reflection and questions of the surrounding social, cultural, modern
and traditional environment. Wang Huaiqing develops his concept through his artistic
imagination with traditional architectural structure and Ming furniture structure. In his study of
furniture, Wang has the perception of “things remain the same, but men have changed.” He
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wanted to create a work that inverts the relationship living things
have with objects from the position of leading role to supporting
role. Sometimes he feels that no matter how glorious and
extravagant human life is, all are relatively fragile and sometimes
are not as eternal as a piece of furniture. He feels things are very
close, but people are far away. Traditional furniture for Wang is a carrier of emotion. Su Xiaobai
on the other hand, uses Chinese lacquer to make pure abstract language in Chinse style. His
abstract discourse combined with his return to traditional material build up a dialogue with the
past. Li Xiangming’s spiritual resources come from local and folk
culture of the Yanzhao (now Hebei Province, was Zhao states in
the history) land, which is different from rural realist painting.
Due to the transcendence and purity of abstract discourse, Li’s
works naturally present a non-vulgar taste, which is a beautiful
presentation of the form itself – he successfully found a way approaching aestheticism. Li
combined abstract forms and color blocks with symbols of Chinese calligraphy, oracle bones,
ink and Chinese characters. Their common goal is to create art with local culture, to create
abstract art that is distinct from the Western with Chinese spirits through new methods, media
and expressive discourse.
The year of 2005 marked a turning point for Li’s creative career. Li stopped using
calligraphy symbols due to the wide use of cultural elements. After his visit to Europe, Li looked
back at his works and reconsidered what it really means to create art with local culture.
Compared to Europe, China fell behind in many ways. For instance, the road Li often passed by
train was surrounded by grey land and dilapidated villages. It became a vast area in winter, as if
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the land, scorched by the war, was unable to shed its past - and this made him feel extremely
heavy. What evoked his thoughts was not the gap between the rich and the poor, but the
rural/native complex deep in his heart. It had always been unconsciously embedded in his works,
regardless of the aesthetic characteristics of the carious periods in his work. The idea of root
seeking has always existed. Li has always had this question in his mind, how to get to know
China. To truly understand the nation, one must understand China’s native land; in other words,
the countryside, which composed of a group of people representing the majority of civilians in
a large agricultural country. Most of Li’s works during or after this period are related to his
hometown or rural areas in China. But Li’s “countryside” does not merely indicate rural areas.
He believes that even within his cognition and the deepest layers of our cities, there are still
remnants of rural consciousness. It seems that we have not really experienced the profound
evolution process from industrial age to information age that happened in Europe and America.
Thus, what we have experienced is real circumstances with all characteristics of agriculture,
industrialization, informatization, and digitalization bound together. However, remnants of the
farming era and rural consciousness still exist like ghosts in all aspects of our lives. Therefore,
paying attention to the countryside and rural areas will help us to look at our nation from a wider
perspective. Li once said, that although China has entered its contemporary era in the form of
architecture, clothing, food, housing, and transportation, it still does not possess the qualities
that a perfect modern civilized country should have within its roots. In his mind, his concept of
“native land, hometown or countryside” is not just an approach to rural villages, but more of a
recognition of how China can step outside of its “ruralness or the remnants of rural
consciousness” as well as to awaken people’s deep excitement and enter stages of introspection
and reflection through such heavy and serious themes.
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He started his first “TuYu” series in 2005, which is translated as the native/local language
of the earth. During this period, Li tried to break out from the restriction of the institutionalized
art system and expressed his yearning for freedom and change, which can also be seen as an
action of questioning and reflecting on the development of Chinese society and culture. The
adoption of ready-made objects replaced abstract compositions, abandoned aesthetic abstraction
and returned to the East from the West. It generated an alternative interpretation of the Eastern
culture using materials based on Chinese collective memory. Li’s concern of finding the answer
to how to truly understand China leads him to create art that reflects on the barrenness of
thoughts and spirits of urban society. His concept is a combination of both populism art and elite
art with real feelings and breath of the earth; both resonating and educating. Li’s art touches the
“unconsciousness” of Chinese people. This unconsciousness is not an unruly desire, but the
obscure general public. Embedding this unconsciousness into his works, he expresses more of
life sufferings and humble solicitude that awaken awareness and feelings from the bottom of
life. Li’s art tends to reveal the life of the underclass and the poor and tends to divulge historical
truths rather than superficial representation. Facing an excessively spectacular society and
increasingly aestheticized politics, Li’s use of material has broken through the intrinsic artistic
system and rigid aesthetic limitation.
The artist’s sensibility and creativity originate from his roots, kinship, history, culture,
experience and, most importantly, self-cognition and self-realization. To dispel the heavy and
unpractical visions and relationship of social realism - motherland, nation, collectives, and
country and the crowd. During this period, Li started to collect discarded materials and ordinary
objects, such as unwanted cloth with traditional Chinese patterns and textures, sacks with
patches or inscriptions, shabby clothes, hemp ropes, and objects with memories from his
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hometown or the countryside. Rather than rendering a conventional sculpture that only contains
the artist’s personal aesthetic views, Li’s collection of these discarded objects bears the weight
of a collective memory shared by all in that era. Art critic Jia Fangzhou revised Li’s “populism
aesthetic” to a more specific category - the “patch aesthetic.”13 Within his memory of the past,
patchwork as a handcraft symbolizes the inheritance of art, culture and history, as well as the
aesthetic consciousness of an older generation. For the artist, these patches may mean nothing
but a representation of himself, a turning point leads him return to the path of Malevich’s
Suprematism. According to Malevich stated in his book The Non-Objective World, “To the
Suprematist the visual phenomena of the objective world are, in themselves, meaningless; the
significant thing is feeling, as such, quite apart from the environment in which it is called forth.”14
Similar with Li’s patches, the nothingness of the patch itself happens to be the source of its
profundity with abundant implications. Rather than establish the beauty and strong visual
impulse of its texture, it is the meaning behind these patches that Li wants to reveal and wishes
the public to understand. Under such beauty, it represents a majority of farmers and civilians in
a large agricultural country. Living in poverty, patches on clothes become extremely ordinary.
The people applying these patches are not aware of the composition they make on the garment;
rather, the patches form a certain relational structure on the rags spontaneously. It is a naturally
formed relationship or could be stated as an autonomous ready-made object, such that
constitutes a new methodology and discourse. The use of cloth is the reminiscent of a series of
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abstract paintings, Sack, created by Italian artist Alberto Burri. Late 1940s to early 1950s, Burri
pasted old sack pieces and rags on wood board or canvas, creating a large number of abstract
works. He often paints those sacks with red color blocks,
which remind people of injury, blood, and death, thus evoke
a sense of fear. These works are the presentation of his own
life experience and memory as a war doctor during WWII.
These sacks remind him of the blood-soaked bandages
commonly used in wars. This can be seen as his personal
expression of the existentialism, sense of tragedy, and subconscious death complex towards
Western art in that era. While both artists used similar source material, Li Xiangming’s art is
fundamentally different from that of Burri. Li’s work has nothing to do with suffering and death.
On the contrary, he expressed a clear and cheerful passion for life in a balanced and symmetrical
geometric structure. Li’s use of symbol and lines is also reminiscent of the Spanish artists Antoni
Tapiès. Tapiès’ art includes a large number of symbols, such as cross, moon, asterisk, letter,
number, geometric figure, etc. For Tapiès, these allegorical elements reflect the artist’s inner
thoughts: life, death, loneliness, and estrangement. Each
symbol has a specific and mysterious meaning. He has
provided us with a new perspective in pursuing the true
meaning of life. Li’s choice of using rags rather than new
cloth

demonstrates

the

notion

of

social

critical

consciousness. Rags from bed sheets, clothes, sacks, and other daily used objects can be seen as
an expression of the irony of poverty and sluggishness in Chinese society. Incorporating lowbrow
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patches into highbrow culture is also another way of teasing art itself. Li’s critical consciousness
does not constitute a major part of his abstract art, his works are rather positive. What Li
expresses is more about the information carried by the ready-made objects that are being
appropriated and humanistic care conveyed through this information. It is about expressing
emotions such as ecstasy, sadness, hope, fear, and despair hidden under another group of society
that is being neglected. These rags are documentations of the underclass’s suffering and
arduousness: the fact of their life constantly being commercialized, dominated over, and
unfamiliarized and the absurdity, sublime and judgment of history. It reminds us and lets us
witness all existed human beings on this barren earth, together with the speechless land,
constitutes the silent background of Chinese society and constitutes a continuous theme of art
within the notion of “the nature of things.”
“Grainery” and “Seed” produced in 2009 are assembled from sacks collected by Li from
the countryside. Various forms of patches on the sacks remind Li of the village woman laborers
and wives who would thread their needles under the lamp or in the fields. Many sacks are
patched with layers of patches and the original surface
is beyond recognition. Through different styles of
handmade stitches, one can imagine the decades of
time those sacks have been through in their placid,
rural lifespan. Other than the patches, Li also found
fainted inscriptions are very evocative. Among those obscured inscriptions, he sees the traces of
reading and calligraphy practicing by rural scholars. There are some excellent examples of found
calligraphies. Far away in the desolate mountainous areas that are still uncultured and unwealthy,
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being literate was a luxury. Li was remarkably touched by the pursuit and yearning for knowledge
and life found here. By contrast, it is a pity that in this era of technological expansion, it is no
longer possible for younger generations to practice using the calligraphy brush to the point of
expertise that may take decades to develop.
These fossil-like sacks were once tools used by the poor to load grains in China, which was
an indelible mark of the living conditions of Chinese farmers in a particular historical period. This
is another legacy of memory for Li. These kinds of sacks have been
abandoned during the rapid spread of modern industrial age and has
long been disappeared in life. These sacks not only document hard
work, simplicity, and arduousness of Chinese farmers in the old times,
but also demonstrate their dexterity, intelligence, and rural cultural
heritage. Li has been to many villages and households to collect sacks since 2006. “Grainery” is
like a documentary, with hundreds of sacks collected from different homes with different stories.
It records the history of the state’s monopoly on the purchasing and marketing policy of food in
rural areas. The development in all fields is based on the gratuitous and low-paid extortion of the
peasants and the memory of hunger in the countryside. Installations created using these sacks
allow us to touch the bottom of life and evoke feelings that are universally resonant. In this piece,
Li did not over-interpret or make fierce criticism of the situation, but he maintained his simple
and moderate posture, letting us feel the grief and sweetness at the same time. Li arranged the
sacks in a towering position, deliberately creating a monument-like visual effect to enhance the
viewer’s admiration. Li’s structure depicts the past with delicate care towards humility and
suffering and provokes us to question why all this happened. When “Grainery” erects like a
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monument, it is respected by us all. Another piece, “Seed,” demonstrates that Li is more
concerned about the positive value contained in all matters. As he wrote in his biography: “I
named this piece “Seed.” It is not only that there may be seeds in the sack, but more importantly,
with all the patched sacks, I see a peculiar will of living and energy. This is a cherished trait honed
by poverty and roughness. It is also a new interpretation of beauty. This kind of beauty occurs in
the core of life and shakes the soul. It carries a primitive and wild scent while contains an ideal
and sublime spirit. It should become the seed of our spirit and disseminate to us all.” “Grainery”
and “Seed” are real depictions of a past life. They grant viewers the opportunity to immerse in
history and generate their own interpretation toward these artworks. In the era of fast food
culture, these installations can definitely be works that can make viewers stay for a long time to
explore their deep meanings. Response of his audiences informs Li that beauty continues to be
superficial. “People’s admiration for beauty far exceeds their
contemplation of the meaning behind artworks, especially
when there are viewers sigh with praise: it must be more
pretty to make clothes out of these fabrics.”15 The memory
of life, the memory of culture, and the memory of history
seem to have been flattened in the collective memories and
vanished over the passing of time. Beauty turns towards us
with a more superficial and vulgar face. Li thought that such a serious and heavy theme could
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awaken people’s deeper consciousness and introspection and reflection, though the result was
far from his expectations.
In his Value of Labors created in 2011, Li divided his
surface into 16 squares. He manipulated discarded fabrics into
various shapes onto a yellow background referring to the Yellow
Earth often mentioned in Chinese culture. Social slogan in the
past used to be “transform the old world and liberate all
mankind.” However, these patched cloths with holes were used
by those in the countryside of China. A person who is not even able to bring wealth to his own
family, left behind all those rags and disappear from the memory of poverty in his hometown and
vanished in the progress of modern history. It is such an ironic piece suggesting a metaphorical
value - all levels of labor production value and the notion of extortion experienced on this land.
Similar concepts conveyed in his 2014 series of artworks - Impecunious Gold, which is composed
of rags on gold background and named
the

Impecunious

Gold,

with

both

contradictory terms purposefully placed
next to each other. Li is reflecting on the memory of poverty and how the poorest people are the
ones who can bring wealth and fortune in an agricultural civilization. This series reminds the
viewer of the extortions and attempts to erase the forgotten history. With all the reactions and
feedbacks from his viewers, Li is disappointed by the loss of faith, obliviousness of history, and
indifference of modern society.
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Li’s art challenges visual perception, conceptual analysis, aesthetic leverage, and artistic
setting within the contemporary society. He is an idealist with great possessions of aesthetic
ideologies. He did not vigorously propagate the aestheticization of life, but approached city and
countryside, elite and civilian, and established equalized civility through artistic experience. As a
contemporary intellectual, Li’s reflection on industrialization, technology, and urbanization
demonstrates some ambivalence: he welcomes the progress of civilization but misses the
integrity of the countryside; with excitement but also a sense of loss. As Li moves on with his
artistic career, he realizes that he cannot stay in the position of self-cultivation - it is too personal
and private. Juxtaposing the intimate with the public pushes for associating their relationship and
its relevance to society and can only be revealed by influencing and forming a group
consciousness. He feels that what needs to be explained now is the real situation of our current
life: what is happening beneath all spectacular sceneries, what can we leave behind for future
generations, what to document, what and how it is different with the past, how art is approached
differently in the West and East, and how can we find difference between ourselves and others.
He believes art serves the purpose of seeking new forms, new value, new artistic systems, and
new research topics and needs to be continuously redefined and continuously reinterpreted. He
believes the essence of patches is the same as of nature and culture: it is fresh and dynamic. With
needles and thread flowed in time, they record moments of life.16 Hence, he wants to “patch”
together the two memories within a different chronological order and works to bridge the gap
between them and evoke memories of the past, all but mere noble aspirations. The combination
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of these two elements forms an extraordinary structure of Li’s abstract style, constructing an
acute and a powerful artistic discourse and sublimating the components of “locality and nature.”
His shift in attention towards expressions of hometown can also be regarded as an identification
and reconstruction of his own identity. Li’s concept exposes the rift of socialist aesthetic
privileges, commercialized aestheticism, authoritarian culture, and nihilistic culture. Li’s art is not
only cherished with enthusiasm but seeks the ideal of art in a real world. Thus, reflects Li’s free
will and rational passion toward what he is dedicated to and falls into the notion of artistic
freedom suggested by Danto.
Li Xiangming broke through the limitations of saturated abstract art discourse and the
limitation of materiality. Li’s self-criticism of his modern art discourse is to complete a journey
from form to medium. The fundamental media ended the process and Li continued this process
with new media with a more significant meaning. Innovation of media broke through his selfdefense, narration replaced aesthetics, memory replaced form, identity replaced abstraction and
postmodernity replaced modernity. On the basis of this concept, Li augmented the significance
of “patch aesthetics.”
In recent years, Li moved to the old village of Hongjiang, in Guizhou and continued his
reflection and practice of “locality or hometown” in the way of renovating ancient architectures
and old houses. Guizhou offers a major initiative to “activate old houses” and introduces artistin-residence as well as poverty relief through art and culture. This initiative fits into Li’s
contemplation of rural issues and opens the gate for him to explore more profoundly with the
notion of locality from the most fundamental and necessary object of life. Particularly, the
collapsed railing-style folk house architectures in the village corresponds to Li’s previous interest
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in the ephemeral materials for creation with an interest in moving his art - making from the
canvas to art in four-dimensional space. Renovating ancient architectures can be considered as
a piece of his creation, but on the other hand, he is also gazing at the significance of his practice
against the background of the disappearance of ancient villages and local culture. He is hoping
that through the efforts of artists, a new perspective of thinking and visual example can be
provided to the true transformation and revival of rural China. Another purpose for the artist is
to explore how to renovate and design an ancient house or space through the accumulation of
years of his research on art ontology and aesthetic philosophies and achieve a kind of sublimation
and extension. This is a topic the artist sets for himself. Li believes that his “patch aesthetics” is
not merely a simple symbolic representation of patches, not merely a collage with patches on a
flat surface but renovating ancient building on ruins in Guizhou is also a development and an
extension of his “patch aesthetics” including the meaning behind. His most recent work, Repair,
or Not is an expression of emotions
towards the ruins and perception towards
the process of renovating ancient houses.
From an economical point of view, it is
better to rebuild rather than renovate. However, restoration of the ruins is not an economical
meaning, but a reflection on a country’s culture and politics. Especially the exploration and
investigation of evolution and changes of Chinese rural areas. His other series of paintings,
Rebirth or Not, is sealed with dozens of thick wood pieces, as if references several concerns: the
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obstructions

and

barriers

of

cultural

rebirth,

revival

of

memory of the past,
the rousing of a people from a state of indifference, and neglected groups of society. His series
of paintings are dialogues between the present, the past, and the future - a liaison of sublation
and rebirth - as well as a representation of free will and passion for art.The free will of creation
and the rebirth of art are concepts that echo the theme of the exhibition, Index of Mind.
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Event & Media Plan
Public Exhibition Date:
Monday, January 11th - March 15th, 2021 @ Today Art Museum
**120 CYN for Adults
60 CYN for kids under 12 yrs, students, elder above 65 yrs.
Free for medical workers and soldiers
Exhibition VIP Night:
Sunday, January 10th, 2021 @ Today Art Museum
**Check-in starts @ 6 p.m
Event starts @ 7 p.m
****Invitation only, each VIP allows to bring one guest with them and need to be registered at
least 24 hours before event starts
Event Detail:
7 p.m – 8 p.m: Buffet provided by our catering partnership
8 p.m – 9:30 p.m: Today Art Museum Curator & Artist talk with critics & Video of production
process in Guizhou
9:30 p.m – 10:30 p.m: Tour around the gallery
Art Critics:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Jia Fangzhou
Shuai Hao
Peng Feng
Wang Su
Deng Pingxiang
Chen Xiaoxin
Yi Ying
Duan Shuangxi
Wang Duanting

Media:
§
§

Today Art Museum online platform & its own public relation department
WeChat Official Accounts
- 今日美术馆 (Today Art Museum)—Includes Interview
- 漫艺术(Man Art)—Includes Interview
- 艺术新闻中文版 (Art News Chinese Version)—Includes Interview
- Artnet
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§

- 芭莎艺术 (Bazaar Art)
- 润识艺术 (Run Shi Art)
- Artsy
- Hi 艺术 (Hi Art)--Includes Interview
- 库艺术 ( Ku Art)--Includes Interview
大众点评 & 美团 (Chinese version of Yelp)
- Early Bird tickets are available – 100 CYN for adults; 40 CYN for kids under 12 yrs,
students, elder above 65 yrs
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